
 
 

One of Canada's best pilots flies in Gander 
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The pilot in question was superb.  As the saying went back in those 
days, he could more tricks with an airplane than a cowboy could do 
with a rope. He could twirl them, twist them and practically turn them 
inside out. He could manoeuvre two-engine and four-engine heavy 
bombers better than most fighter pilots could a small Spitfire. 
 
But this chap got no medals, not even a recommendation. He was 
never a candidate for the Canadian Aviation Hall of Fame. He never 
saw combat. He did however manage to get himself court martialed 
and was finally killed in a crash. 
 
Welcome to the upside-down world of Donald Palmer Whitman 
Scratch. 
 
Scratch was born in Maymont. Saskatchewan, July 7, 1919.  
Accounts of his early life are sketchy, but he ended up in Edmonton, 
where he worked as a druggist or druggist's assistant  before the war.  
The drugstore manager later described Scratch to the Canadian 
Press as a “splendid boy”. 
 
“He was a very keen average pilot. He was neat in his appearance 
and had a pleasant personality. He was very quiet and generally well 
liked,” a flight commander later told a court of inquiry. 
 
After flight training in Toronto, Fort Willian and Centralia, he was 
promoted to sergeant and sent No 118 Fighter Squadron at RCAF 
base Rockcliffe.  But his great joy of being a fighter pilot when 
squashed when his Squadron Commander stated that Scratch was  
“A sound pilot but not considered fighter pilot material.”   
 
The day after being let go from the fighter squadron, Don Scratch 
found himself on a train for Halifax, Nova Scotia. Here he was given 
orders to join 119 (Bomber Reconnaissance) Squadron, a Bristol 



Bolingbroke unit flying anti-submarine patrols from Yarmouth at the 
mouth of the Bay of Fundy. After six months of further training, he 
was promoted flight-sergeant. 
 
The squadron had been sent to Sydney, NS, and it was there, on 
March 16, 1942, he had his first mishap. Due to mechanical failure, 
his Bolingbroke crashed, killing one crew member and injuring two 
others.  More consequential for Scratch himself, he was gravely 
injured. In addition to second-degree burns, he suffered a fracture of 
his two ankles.  
 

 
Typical Bolingbroke 

 
In September of 1942, an RCAF doctor concluded that he was ready 
to resume flying duties, though he should be fitted with “special 
supports”. Scratch was commissioned Pilot Officer in March of 1943 
and returned to flying in early May, transferring to Gander, in June, 
to train on the Consolidated B-24 Liberator. 
 
He did a good job, with a promotion to Flying Officer.  But he was 
often in pain from flying this heavy crate with stiff rudders. Doubt 
arose in the mind of his commanders about his ability to manoeuvre 



a lumbering plane of that type in an emergency.  Scratch always 
wanted to captain his aircraft to show his stuff.  But he was confined 
to the job of co-pilot. 
 
On 16 October of 1943, Scratch officially joined No. 10 (Bombing 
Reconnaissance) Squadron at Gander, known as “The North Atlantic 
Squadron”.   
 
However records show he did little operational flying, only as co-pilot, 
until the end of the year and for the first six months of 1944.  It would 
appear that he was also considered an unlikely candidate for 
deployment overseas.  
 
Scratch, who wanted to show off his natural abilities, therefore  found 
himself confined to Newfoundland, flying as co-pilot to captains 
junior to him in time and experience. 
 
Around two weeks after the invasion of Normany, on Monday, 19 
June 1944, weather was bad in Gander and pilots were hunkered 
down in the Officers' Mess. Scratch took the occasion to ask his 
superior what his chances were for a promotion.  The reply was not 
encouraging.   
 
It would appear as well that the Mess stayed open late with a certain 
amount drinking and, according to reports, with some considerable 
argument about whether one person could start up, taxi, fly and land 
a B-24 singlehandedly.  Donald Scratch set out to prove it could be 
done.   All he had to do is steal an airplane. 
 
Surprisingly, this was not as difficult as it might seem. Scratch, as a 
pilot, had the credentials to get past security.  In the warm days of 
June, hangar doors were left open.  Mechanics were constantly 
repairing and moving aircraft. Many on them were on standby, fully 
fuelled and armed, ready for rapid take-off.  With the around-the-
clock anti-sub operations and ferry flight departures, the movement 
of a single B-24 would not seem unusual. 
 
A typical hanger scene is shown below.  This is hangar 13, used by 
the North Atlantic Squadron, with the American side in the 
background. 



 

 
 
At about 03h30, he pulled the chocks out from the wheels of 
Liberator "Y", RCAF serial number 596, crawled up into the cockpit, 
primed and started the four 1200-hp motors and moved the plane 
out towards the runway.  He brazenly called the tower at about 
03h45. The Flight Control Officer, having no reason to immediately 
question the take-off, provided Scratch with the appropriate 
instructions. By the time he realised that something fishy was going 
on, Scratch was off on his joyride. 
  
For the next three and a half hours, Scratch not only single-handedly 
flew the Liberator that couldn't be flown by one man, he flew it 
aggressively and at extremely low levels. At the same time he piloted 
the massive bomber, he managed to navigate 200 kilometers south 
to the United States Naval Air Station Argentia, on the west coast of 
the Avalon Peninsula, where he repeated his display of low-level 
"beat-ups" of that airfield. There have been claims of American P-40 
pilots having been scrambled from Argentia to intercept him and 
force him down, reporting that he was seen rotating the top turret of 



the armed bomber while the aircraft flew on auto pilot. However no 
P-40s or other fighters were based at  Argentia at the time.  
 
Some may have wondered if Hurricanes of 129 Squadron in Gander 
may have done an interception. The squadron  Operations Records 
Book mentions four Hurricane Mk XII aircraft flying on an 
“interception”, starting at 08h55 and landing at 10h25, while Scratch 
was no longer airborne. 
. 
After his beat-ups of Argentia, Scratch flew back to Gander and 
continued to fly back and forth over the base, barely missing 
buildings and lines of airplanes at extremely low level, until the 
Station Commander finally radioed him to land immediately. Scratch 
came in with a perfect landing. 
 
An entry in the Gander Station Diary of 18 July, 1944 reads:  
 

“A General Court Martial was convened today to try Flying 
Officer D.P. Scratch of 10 Squadron on three charges 
connected with low flying and unauthorized use of a 10 
Squadron aircraft [from the Gander Beacon, September 29, 
2017].”   
 

It was four years to the day since Scratch enlisted in the RCAF.  He 
would be convicted on all counts.  On 02 September, 1944, the 
former Flying Officer Donald Scratch was dismissed from the RCAF.  
Though psychologists who had spent time with him before release 
did state that Scratch was fit to fly, that should normally have been 
the end of his military flying career. 
 
But it wasn't.   
 
Mr. Scratch returned to Edmonton and went directly to the RCAF 
recruiting office, where he was accepted back into the RCAF as a 
Sergeant Pilot.  
 
He was posted to #5 Operational Training Unit, Boundary Bay, BC 
(10 miles south of Vancouver), which was training aircrew on B-24 
Liberators for service against Japan. Again Sgt. Scratch found 
himself flying second pilot to officers with far less experience than 



himself. The training started on B-25 Mitchell aircraft and advanced 
to Liberators. When his experience and flying skills were not 
recognized, Sgt. Scratch once again became frustrated.  
 
Early on December 5, 1944, Sgt. Scratch attempted another  
unauthorized take off in a B-24, as he had done in Gander. Due to 
darkness, Scratch mistook a roadway for the runway and crashed 
into a wooden bridge, wiping out the undercarriage and propellers. 
 
He returned to the hangar and signed out a B-25 Mitchell.  
 
While some reports stated that Scratch flew down to Seattle and 
"beat up" the civilian airport causing many aborted take offs, Seattle 
newspapers related only his antics north of the border. He did 
however fly around Vancouver Airport, interrupting inbound and 
outbound air traffic.  He then headed back to Boundry Bay, making a 
series of screaming low passes over the base that shook walls, 
rattled led windows and had everyone on edge. One vehicle, 
reportedly seeing approaching headlights and fearing a head-on 
collision, hit the ditch, only to discover that it was a B-25, tearing 
down the road at tree-top height. 
 
The following is an eye-witness report by an airman, Norman Green.  
 
“7:00 hrs. December 6, 1944, while it was still dark, I was in the 
mess hall when it was shaken, and dishes fell to the floor as a result 
of an aeroplane flying low overhead. The same pass shook WDs out 
of their bunks.  As usual that morning at 8:00 hrs., 1200 airmen and 
airwomen, all ranks (I among them), formed up on the tarmac in front 
of the control tower for CO’s inspection. Just as the parade was 
about to be called to attention, a B-25 Mitchell bomber came across 
the field at zero altitude, and pulled up sharply in a steep climb over 
the heads of the assembled airmen, just clearing the tower. Within 
seconds 1200 men and women were flat on the ground. The Mitchell 
then made several 25 ft. passes over the field. Group Captain 
Bradshaw dismissed the parade and ordered everyone to quarters.  
Over the next two hours we witnessed an almost unbelievable 
demonstration of flying, much of it with the B-25’s wings vertical to 
the ground, below roof top level, defying gravity. We were continually 
diving into ditches to avoid being hit by a wingtip coming down a 



Station road. He flew it straight and level, vertically with the wing tip 
only six feet above the ground without losing altitude, defying all 
logic, and the law of physics.”   
 
Three P40 Kittyhawks fighters from Patricia Bay Air Base, near 
Victoria, arrived on the scene with orders to shoot Scratch down if he 
left the area of the station. They tried to get on his tail but could not 
stay with him in his tight turns below rooftop level.  
 
The following photo, possibly from the Vancouver Sun or the 
Canadian Press, shows a P-40 hot on the tail of Scratch's B-25 over 
Boundary Bay. 
 

 
  
 
After two hours of this, Sgt. Scratch flew over a corner of the airfield 
and circled one spot vertically, with the P-40s trying to keep 
up.  Scratch then climbed to 2000 feet and wagged his wings as he 
crossed the field, boxed in by the fighters. When they were clear of 
the station, the P-40s signalled Sgt. Scratch to land. The official 
accident report says that: 
 



The pilot played cat and mouse with the fighters for a while, then 
pulled up to around 1,000 ft as if for normal approach and the 
Kittyhawks backed off. He then filcked the aircraft over, went into a 
dive and crashed on a small island in the Fraser Estuary.  

 
He had given them a thumbs down, rolled over and pulled back on 
his controls. At that point, the aircraft went into a dive, crashing onto 
an uninhabited spot on Tillbury Island in the Fraser River.  
 
The court of inquiry ruled out the possibility that Scratch was insane 
or committed suicide. It concluded rather than a fuel failure or a loss 
of control due to high speed and/or exhaustion could have ended the 
flight. 
 
In any case, alas,  be it because inadvertence, bad judgement or 
quirks of fate, the RCAF never get to properly use the rare talents of 
this skilled pilot.    
 
But then again, there is the old saying that "a superior pilot is one 
who uses his superior judgement to avoid using his superior skills". 
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